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Create a list of all the known "constants" in your life. 

These CONSTANTS are the Survivals Self's way of keeping you in fight or flight mode. 

 It's when you live through these CONSTANTS that you are stuck with your current

reality.  You are blocked from healing, transcending, and transforming your life.

Once you identify the CONSTANT, ask yourself what Chakra each is connected to... and

what belief it is tied to... This will assist in the further exploration of your DEEP

ROOTED Self-Limiting Belief.  The most leading Chakra is your area of focus.
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CONSTANTS

STEP 1: Your Current Reality

CHAKRA BLOCKED



The Undercurrent Self is the part of you that constantly overthinks, asks questions to

try and create knowns (constants) in the unknown.  By identifying these thoughts, you

have the ability to reprogram them when faced with fear.

The Ego Self is the part of you that acts out or reacts when triggered (ie. avoid, isolate,

anger).  Identifying this aspect of yourself will allow you to see when you're living

through fear or love.
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Most Common Questions I Ask Myself When Triggered

(Feeling Fear)

STEP 2: UNDERCURRENT & EGO SELF

My Common Ego Reactions 

Procrastinate

Avoid

Get Angry

Retreat

Run

Fight

Circle the most common reactions

Why am I so ...
Why don't they ...
Why can't I ...
What if this happens ...
What if I'm not ...

Answer the questions or create your own on some of the thoughts you
have when triggered.
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Use this worksheet to both identify your current belief systems.

b= Beliefs (that are added surrounding MR)

BB= Bottom Belief (I am unlovable, I am not good enough/worthy, or I am alone)

MR= Manifested Reality (main areas of life you're wanting to change)
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STEP 3: SURVIVAL  SELF



The Highest Self is the one that is led by love.  The part of you that is already living out

your desired reality.  The only thing that ever needs to catch up to this aspect of self is

your BELIEF that it's possible.  Identify all the ways you can be led by love in the

moments where your ego, undercurrent, and Survival self want to lead you through

fear.

TIP: The actions led by love are usually the opposite of the actions led by Ego.
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Actions Led by Fear/Ego

STEP 4:  HIGHEST SELF

Actions to be led by Highest Self/Love

Question to ALWAYS Ask Yourself

Fear or Love?



DR

DRDR

Use this worksheet to both identify your current belief systems.

b= Beliefs (that are added surrounding DR)

NEW BB= Bottom Belief (I am lovable, I am good enough/worthy, or I am in unity,

community, oneness)

DR= Desired Reality (main areas of life you're calling in right now through Alchemy)

NEW BB
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STEP 5: NEW REALITY



Here is a blueprint of your current reality.  Use this for your focus of Alchemy for the

next 3 months.  3 months is the base amount of time for your reprogramming, healing,

and Alchemizing process.
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Chakra to Heal

Sum UP

Survivals Self Deep

Rooted Belief

Undercurrents

Overthinking Thoughts

Highest Self Lead

Egos Self-Sabotaging

Behaviour

So What's Next?



Now it's time to put this awareness into practice.
This is accomplished through a combination of subconscious reprogramming and conscious
actions.
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Work With Me

WHAT NEXT?

Survival Self

Undercurrent Self

Highest Self Self

Ego Self

Theta Healing 

Theta Healing allows for a deeper awareness of one’s life,
connection to one’s self and the world. Reprogram the
beliefs that keep you repeating the same self-sabotaging
thoughts, stuck living through your habitual behaviours,
and struggling to change your life.
Book HERE!

Rewired Askfirmations

Reprogram your subconscious mind by directing the mind
to CREATE your desired reality through altered
brainwave states, specific frequencies that match your
desires, the power of YOUR voice, and harnessing
neuroscience.
Purchase your Personalized ASKfirmations  HERE!

Cosmic Creator Coaching

Balance the subconscious and conscious mind through
reprogramming, conscious practices, and rituals to break habitual
patterns and create the reality you want.
Apply for Cosmic Creator Coaching HERE! 

Meditation

Strengthing your ability to connect with your Highest Self is so
powerful for deeper self-awareness, self-love, and self-mastery.   

Join the Alchemized Alliance to practice connecting with your
Highest Self or the FREE Quantum Meditation Sessions

https://www.emspath.com/theta-healing
https://www.emspath.com/rewiredrealityaskfirmations
https://www.emspath.com/rewiredrealityaskfirmations
https://www.emspath.com/rewiredrealityaskfirmations
https://www.emspath.com/alchemizedacademy
https://www.emspath.com/alchemizedacademy
https://www.emspath.com/alchemizedalliance
https://www.emspath.com/meditation-classes


CLICK HERE

Find Your Root Belief Below to
Continue Rewiring.

Thank you so much
for choosing to Alchemize your life with the
Belief Blueprint!  The conscious collective

needs more beautiful enlightened beings like
you!  

Follow me
for more alchemizing tips:

IG: @ems_path
TikTok: emspath1111
Youtube: EMs Path

Belief
Blueprint

https://www.emspath.com/about-3
https://www.instagram.com/ems_path/
https://www.tiktok.com/@emspath1111?lang=en
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC4xzULbU-vRGdRZOJmd0vYw

